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Editorial
Dear readers,
Welcome to the 1st PILOTING project
newsletter!
PILOTING is a four-year project, funded
under the Horizon 2020 programme
of the European Commission, which is
focused on the development of robotic
solutions (at scale) in the domain of
Inspection and Maintenance (I&M).
The PILOTING newsletter aims to keep
you informed about the project’s progress
and activities. In this first letter you will
learn more about the PILOTING goals,
expected results and the work completed
so far. Besides, we will keep you up to
date about the project partners´ tasks
and initiatives related to PILOTING and
we will provide you with short summaries
of the latest project events.

Currently, the PILOTING project is
progressing on time towards its
completion despite the COVID-19
pandemic impact. PILOTING consortium
is resolute to keep going and make every
effort to ensuring the safety and wellbeing of our staff and of the people we
work.
For more information and news about
PILOTING project, please visit our
website: www.piloting-project.eu.
We hope you will enjoy reading this 1st
PILOTING Newsletter.
Your feedback and comments are always
welcome!
Yours sincerely,
The Consortium
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Project presentation
Old Europe needs a new high-tech approach to renew its aging infrastructure – bridges and
tunnels, as well as dozens of oil refineries. Concerns about infrastructure safety in Europe are
growing. New solutions are being explored to develop low-cost yet large-scale systems that can
assist with infrastructure maintenance. The EU-funded PILOTING project is proposing a robotic
inspection solution. More specifically, it will develop an integrated platform demonstrating the
application of robotics at scale in the domain of inspection and maintenance. The project will
conduct three pilots in different sectors: oil and gas refineries, bridges and tunnels. The goal
is to minimise the costs, risks, and disruptions associated with inspections and maintenance.
The PILOTING technology will be deployed and validated at three pilots in real conditions and
infrastructures:

PILOT 1

Chevron Oronite Plant
(Gonfreville, France)
This is a plant that develops
quality additives that improve
the performance of fuels
and lubricants. The plant is
required to follow a strict
program for inspection of the
piping systems and rest of
refinery infrastructures. This
is fundamental to improve the
safety margins and minimizing
refinery shutdowns, which has
a large impact on the overall
productivity.

PILOT 2

Arroyo de las Piedras Viaduct
(Málaga, Spain) - operated
and maintained by Ferrovial
This concrete viaduct is part of
a highway in the South Spain in
Malaga area. Due to the height
of the piers the inspection
and maintenance tasks are
very difficult, dangerous and
costly, reducing tremendously
the inspection rate. Therefore,
Ferrovial is very interested
to evaluate new inspection
methodologies that can reduce
the complexity and risks
of these inspections while
improving the quality of the
inspection data, not only visual
but also precise geometrical
data that can be used for
precise structural assessments
of this infrastructure.

PILOT 3

Metsovo Tunnels (Metsovo,
Greece) part of the Egnatia
Motorway (EU TEN-T
Network).
This is a 3,5Km long concrete
tunnel. The left branch of the
tunnel has been constructed
and set in service in 1997,
therefore it is more than 22
years in service requiring
manual inspection of the
tunnel which is time and cost
consuming and put in risk
inspection personnel. Current
Egnatia’s inspection challenges
for this tunnel include: slow
manual inspections, dangerous
working conditions, nondigitalized defects’ recording/
reporting, difficulty to overview
of defects propagation and
evolution in time (revisiting
needs), and needs to close
parts of the tunnel for precise
inspections.

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871542
Contract ICT-09-2019-2020
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Project news
The H2020 PILOTING project starts with an
excellent kick-off meeting in Seville

PILOTING 1st general meeting

15-16th January 2020

The project formally came into six months ago, the
1st PILOTING General Meeting was held on 23-24th
June in webex format. Members from 14 partners
participated in the meeting, where they discussed the
last development of the project and the next steps to
carry out.

In January 1st, a new H2020-ICT project called
PILOTING started to run. The kick-off meeting took
place from 15th to 16th of January in Seville (Parque
Aerópolis facilities) and were attended by several
members of the consortium’s companies. During the
KOM, several presentations were performed where
objectives and activities were explained in detailed
and discussed how to execute. Finally, PILOTING
partners decided which will be the next actions/steps
for the development of the project in the coming six
months.

23-24th June 2020

PILOTING stakeholder´s workshop

25th june 2020

PILOTING disseminated at 2020 European
Robotics Forum

3-5th March 2020
PILOTING project were introduced in this conference
in many different ways. During the whole event,
FADA-CATEC set up a booth where some members
gave information to all the interested assistants
about the project. Furthermore, the GRVC-USE head
Aníbal Ollero organized the workshop entitled “Aerial
Intelligent Robotics for Inspection and Maintenance”,
where PILOTING was presented together with
another inspection and maintenance projects like
HYFLIERS or AEROBI.
Lastly, the FADA-CATEC member and PILOTING
coordinator Antidio Viguria introduced this aerial
robotics project in the conference entitled New
H2020 projects. Also, in this edition of ERF Antidio was
nominated as part of euRobotics boards of directors,
a great success for FADA-CATEC and PILOTING
project.
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This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871542
Contract ICT-09-2019-2020

On June 25th, a webinar for stakeholders was held in
order to identify their interests.
The session was held in the presence of the EU
Project Officer, industry representative experts and
researchers from different disciplines. The webinar
had a high impact due to more than 100 people
attended it, from 26 countries, 8 of which are outside
Europe: Brazil, Canada, Japan, Mexico, USA, Turkey,
Singapore, and Saudi Arabia.
The audience showed very involved and commitment
in the topics explained within the webinar such as
the PILOTING project’s use cases, the specification
and what kind of platforms will be developed
inside this project. The workshop also introduced
other European projects related to Inspection &
Maintenance (I&M): RIMA Network, Aerial-Core,
ATLANTIS and METRICS.
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PILOTING milestones and events

Invited project

PILOTING will start the design of the robotic
platform in the next 6 months.
In the second half of 2020, the project will start
with the design of the PILOTING I&M platform
based on the functional requirements (robotic
vehicles, AI algorithms, and interconnected
information systems) identified by end-users:
Ferrovial (Spain), Chevron Oronite (France)
and Egnatia Odos AE (Greece).
PILOTING expects to develop technologies
with a high technological level (TRL 7) and
validate them, in order to transfer into the
industry.
On 7th and 8th of July, It took place the visit of
Spanish viaduct located in Autopista del Sol and
Arroyo de las Piedras ( Málaga). The purpose
of this visit was to analyze and evaluate the
viability of using the infrastructure as a real
PILOTING scenario demonstrations.

https://www.atlantis-h2020.eu/
The overall aim of the ATLANTIS project is
to establish a pioneer pilot infrastructure
capable of demonstrating key enabling robotic
technologies for inspection and maintenance
of offshore wind farms that will be installed
in the Atlantic Ocean. A large-scale pilot
will be operated and demonstrated by a
strong collaboration between the research
community and the industrial offshore energy
ecosystem. ATLANTIS will play an important
role in connecting the market needs and user’s
expectation to robotic applications from the
research, technology developers and system
integrators, by accelerating the roll-out of
maritime robotic technology to end-users
through real-world demonstrations open to
all communities.

Next General Meeting will take place on 1011th November (online or face to face –to be
decided).

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 871571.

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871542
Contract ICT-09-2019-2020
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Dissemination material
Website: www.piloting-project.eu
The consortium has established a PILOTING Linkedin profile (https://www.linkedin.com/
company/h2020-piloting-project/) and a PILOTING Twitter account (https://twitter.com/
PILOTING_EU) where all PILOTING project progress and results will be uploaded.
POSTER, FLYERS and a ROLL-UP have been created so far.

Social media

@piloting_eu
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H2020 PILOTING Project

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871542
Contract ICT-09-2019-2020
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Contact
If you are interested in PILOTING project, please send an email to
piloting-project@catec.aero to become a member PILOTING User Group.

project coordinator

Antidio Viguria
Advanced center for aerospace technologies (CATEC)

Mail: piloting-project@catec.aero
innovation, dissemination and exploitation manager

Macarena Márquez
Advanced center for aerospace technologies (CATEC)

Mail: mmarquez@catec.aero

Icons made by https://www.flaticon.com/authors/freepik

This project has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 871542
Contract ICT-09-2019-2020
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Consortium

RVIS
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